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This paper studies the minimum number of intersections of edges in a complete graph on n vertices 
drawn in the plane. The proofs are first given for n ,,;; 10. A theorem on the maximum number of inter
sections is a lso given. Geometric representations of these cases are included. Symmetry of the repre
sentations is then discussed as it applies to extensions from s mall values of n to larger values maintain
ing the minimality of the number of inte rsections. Based on a symmetry conjecture given in the paper, 
a proof is given for the general case of the minimum inte rsection problem . 
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1. Introduction 

We are con ce rned with the conjec ture that the minimum number of inter sec tions In of the 
edges of a comple te graph on n vertices drawn in the plane in whic h two edges inte rsect in at most 
one point and two edges with a vertex in co mmon have no intersections, is given by 

n(n - 2)2(n - 4) 
1,, = 64 for n even 

_ (n - 1) 2( n - 3)2 
I" - 64 for n odd. 

In a co mplete gra ph e very vertex is connected to e ach other vertex by one edge. We shall use 
ell to denote a comple te gra ph on n verti ces and call it minimal (maximal) if it has a minimum 
(maxim um) number of intersections . In refer ence rlO]1 a realization scheme to which we shall 
make freque nt r eference is given. Based on that construction and on those of related proble ms , 
the notion of symmetry for combinatorial problems is introduced and a conjecture in the form of 
a principle is given. 

2. Proof of Small Cases 

Consider each vertex of the graph en and its n - 1 connecting edges (its star) to the remain
ing vertices. Th e re moval of this vertex and its star, eliminates all intersections falling on these 
edges. The result is a complete graph.on n= 1 vertices. Any other vertex of the complete graph 
on n vertices has th e same or a different number of intersections on its star. In general , if Xi, 

i= 1, . . . , n is the number of intersections on the edges connecting the ith vertex then the' 

total number of intersections of en is ~ i Xi since each intersection is counted exactly four times, 
1= 1 

once for each of the four vertices of the two edges defining the intersection. Thus we have: 

* An invited paper. 
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THEOREM 1: If Xi, i = 1, ... , n is the number of intersections falling on the star of the ith vertex 
1 n 

of a complete graph Cn, then the total number of intersections in the graph is given by 4 LXi' 
i= l 

THEOREM 2: A necessary condition on the minimum number of intersections In of a complete 
graph Cn, is that it sal isfy the relation 

PROOF: The average numbe r of intersections per vertex in III is given by 

4/11 
11 

The re moval of a vertex with at least an average number of intersections must leave a CII _ I whose 
inte rsection number is not less than In - I. Thus 

from which the relation follows. 
Repetition of the above relation gives: 

n(n-1) (n-2) ... (n-k+ 1) 
I,,? (n-4)(n-5)(n-6) ... (n-k-3) I,, -k 

from which lower bounds on J" can be obtained if the minimal value of I n- k is known. Guy [2] 
writes the above relation as: 

An inductive argument may be used to show that the conjectured formula for III holds for even 
11 given that it holds for the immediately preceeding odd case. This follows from 

k k (k-2)2(k-4)2 
h ~ k-4h - 1 = k-4 64 

However, if k is odd we have 

k(k-2)2(k-4) 
64 

. ::;" _k_ [(k - 1)(k -3)2 (k -5 )J = (k -l)(k -3)2 [k(k - 5)J 
h ~ k-41 64 64 \ k-4 

=(k-1)(k-3)2[ _ __ 4_J_(k-1)2(k-3)2 
64 (k 1) k - 4 - 64 

and induction does not work from the even to the odd case. 
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THEOREM 3 : 10 = l. 
PROOF: (Kuratows ki )[7]. 
THEOREM 4: 1(; = 3. 
PROOF: Th eore ms 2 and 3 give 16 ~ 3. However 16 = 3 is rea1zable . 
TH EOREM 5: Every complete graph on six vertices with a minimum number of intersections 

where its intersections are regarded as vertices , is isomorphic to the graph of the foLLowing figure: 

FI CUHE I 

PROO F: R efere nce In 
TH EO REM 6: 17= 9, with /Uuq ll e represen/o/ion fo r the corres ponding C7 to within stereo· 

graphic projection. 
PROOF: Th eo re m 2 may be app li ed re peate d ly to 17 = 3, 4 , 5. 6 each tim e obta inin g a ve rt ex 

with s uch a numbe r of inl e rsec lion s de fin ed by its s ta r, th a i it s re moval together with it s s tar leaves 
a e(i behind with less th a n 3 int e rsec tions, co ntradi c tin g Th eore m 4. 

. 8 x 4 
We now prove 17 oF- 8 (the case 17 oF- 7 I S a na logo us). By Th eo re m 1 we have -7- > 4. Thus 

th e re is a t leas t one ve rtex with fi ve inte rsec ti ons. Note th at a vertex with 6 or more inte rsec tiun s 
would cont radi c t Theo re m 4 . Th e on ly possibility here is to take for example xj=5, i = 1, ... , 
4 and Xj = 4, i = 5, ... , 7. In any case the re mova l of a vertex which de fin es 5 inte rsec ti ons 
leaves a s ub gra ph C; whi c h is minim a l. Usin g th e fi gure of Th eorem 5, we find that th e 7th ve rtex 
may fa 1\ in a nyo ne of three diffe re nt region s and co nn ec ted to the res t of th e grap h. Th e othe r 
regions are symmetri c with these. Th e three regions are : in sid e the inte ri o r tri angle V.,V:;V(; (o uts ide 
the ex terior trian gle V ,V2V:I is symm etri c with thi s region by s te reogra phic projec ti on); in a trian gle 
s uch as V2V(;P2; a nd fin all y in a trian gle s uch as V.1JnP 2' In a ll three cases th e edges co nn ec tin g 
the seventh vertex to an y of th e re mainin g ve rti ces mus t introd uce a t leas t six additiona l inte rsec ' 
tions, contradi ct in g th e fact th a t the ve rtex was ass um ed to introdu ce exac tly fiv e inte rsections. 
Thus 17 ~ 9. However I, = 9 is reali zable. Beca use C, with I , = 9 contains a C(; with h = 3 and 
thi s has a unique re prese ntation, our cons tru ction of C, is unique using symmetry argum e nts. 
See figure 5. 

THEOR EM 7: 18= 18. 
PROOF: Fro m Th eorems 2 and 6 we have 18? 18. However 18= 18 is rea li zable. Th e re is more 

than one I'e prese ntation. 

THEOR EM 8: 19 = 36. 
. 18 X 4 72 19 X 4 76 

PROOF: By Theorem 2, 19 ~ 33. Le t 19=x, Sin ce -8-="8=9 and - 8-="8 > 9 we have 

for all three cases x = 33, 34, and 35 that the corresponding C9 cont ai ns a minim al inte rsec ti o n C7 • 
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Because a ~inimal intersection C7 contains a minimal intersection C5 and a minimal intersection 
C3 , we have a contradiction to theorem 2 reference [10]. Since x = 36 is realizable, 19 = 36. There is 
more than one representation. 

THEOREM 9: 110=60. 
PROOF: By Theorems 2 and 8, 110 ~ 60. However 110 = 60 IS realizable. There IS more than 

one representation. 

3. Algebraic Formulation 

The intersection problem for Cn may be algebraically formulated as follows: 
Find nonegative integers Xi, i = 1, ... , n such that (1) There is a geometric realization (drawing 

in the plane) of Cn with x; intersections associated with the ith vertex and (2) these Xi yield a mini
mum integer value to 

such that this realizable minimum In satisfies the condition 

given in Theorem 2. 
We now prove that none of the components of the minimum solution vector x=(xI, ., XII) 

is zero (n ~ 6). This is a corollary to: 
THEOREM 10: The maximum number 0/ intersections 0/ Cn is obtained by taking all its vertices 

on a polygon and joining them with edges in the interior of the polygon. 

PROOF: Since each intersection is determined by four vertices, (~) is the maximum and the 

edges interior to the polygon give exactly this number of intersections since the diagonals of every 
quadrilateral intersect in the interior. 

COROLLARY: In a Cn n ~ 6 with a minimum number ofintersec:tions, the edges connecting any 
vertex to the remaining n - 1 vertices must generate at least one intersection. 

PROOF: Otherwise all the vertices must be on a polygon and all their connecting lines must 
all be either inside or outside the polygon. However this gives a graph on (n -1) vertices with a 

(n-l) maximum number of intersections i.e., with 4 intersections. But 

(n-l) > J n~n-2)2(n-4)/64 
4 l(n-l)2(n-3)2/64 

n even 
n odd 

~In 

Thus at least one of the n - 1 vertices must lie in a region defined by lines from the remaining 
n - 2 vertices. In that case an edge from the nth vertex to the isolated vertex defines an intersection. 
This completes the proof. 

General Considerations 

1 " 
Without the integer requirement on the value of 4 L Xi or on its realizability, subject to the 

i = t 
constraints we have: 

. THEOREM 11: A necessary condition for a minimum (maximum) of i i Xi is that Xi = Xj (or are 
i = l 

as equal as possible in the sense of integer values) for aLL i and j. 
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PROOF : Both minimum and maximum values are bounded above and below by positive qua n· 
titie s and hence X = (X I , . .. , X II ) ranges over the latti ce points of a bound ed domain of E". The 

" function Il X i has a minimum over this domain. If we denote this minimum value by C we have 
1= 1 

n n(") n n . - GI /n=.- n X i I / n ~ - L X£ 

4 4 ;= 1 4 i= 1 n 

The right side which gives the intersection number attains its minimum when the equality holds. 
Equality holds if and only if all the X i are equal. (See ref. [5] page 27.) 

In the following relation: 

the right side attains a maximum , H, as X ranges over the latti ce points. This gives 

The left a ttains its maximum wh e n equa lit y hold s i.e., if and onl y if X ; = Xj for all i and j (loc. c it. 
p.26). 

Whe n X ; = Xj = X for a ll i andj two diffic ulti es may occur. Th e first is Ih at 

1 II nx - L x ;=-
4 ;= 1 4 

may not be a n integer. If it is an integer , it may nol be poss ibl e to rea li ze a co mple te graph s uch 
Ihat a ll its verti ces ha ve the same number of inte rsections. 

1 II 

R EMARK: Since Ihe same basic formula 4: L Xi hold s for the number of intersections , this 
".= 1 

lechnique of equalizin g the intersections among the verti ces to obtain the minimum number would 
apply to a ny s urface of genu s p. 

THEOREM 12: A complete graph with a maximum number of intersections has a realization with 
Xi = Xj for all i and j . 

PROOF: We have from the polygonal representation that 

X ; = i (~) i = 1, .. . , n 

We also have as a consequence of th e results of the earl y part of the pa per: 
THEOREM 13: Cnfor 0 ~ n ~ 10, n 1= 5, 7 with a minimum number of intersections has a realiza

tion with Xi = xi10r all i and j. For n = 5, 7, all but one vertex have the same number of intersections. 
The odd vertex has a number of intersections which d~ffers by unity from those of the other vertices. 

PROOF: We only need to prove the assertion for the cases n = 5 and 7. The other cases follow 
from the construction described in Theorem 1 reference [10]. The assertion for n = 9 can be seen 
to hold in the following figure in which each X;= 16. The case n = 5 follows from Is = 1 a nd the fact 
that an intersection is determined by 4 vertices. The odd vertex has no inte rsecti ons. F or n = 7, 

since 17 = 9 and 7 does not divide 36 not all Xi are equal. Thus X i = 5 i = 1, ... , 6 and X7 = 6 see 
figure . 

REMARK: In reference [1] a realization scheme which utilizes a Hamilton Circ uit through 
the vertices with no intersections on its edges is described. This differs from the two concentri c 
polygons sche me illustrated below (see figs . 6 and 8) and comp1etely justified in refere nce [10]. 
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We also have: 
THEOREM 14: enfor n even, whose intersection number is given by the conjecture and whose 

representation is given by the construction procedure of Theorem 1 reference [10] , has a realization 
with Xi = Xj for all i and j. 

PROOF: It follows from Theorem 1 reference [10J that Xi=Xj for all i andj. 

4. Combinatorial Symmetry 

This section is intended to give general co mbinatorial form to th e co nj ec ture at the beginning 
of the next section and, to some extent , to provide motivation for that conjecture. The reader may, 
however, omit this section and proceed directly to section 5. 

In geometry, symmetry is defined by means of isometries called symmetry operations (and their 
groups of automorphisms) which leave a figure unchanged or invariant while permuting its parts 
[la" ll]. The dime nsions, translations and rotations, of the figure and its parts play an important 

role in characterizing its symmetry. 

Here we introduce symmetry in a slightly more general sense. This symmetry depends on 
rules of construction applied to elements of a set appropriately partitioned into disjoint subsets 
together with a semigroup of maps between the members of the partition and lead to a particular 
combinatorial property that is preserved under the semigroup. Thus the symmetry operations leave 
the combinatorial property unchanged while the members of the partition of the set are inter
changed elementwise. 

An example is given by the representation of the maximum number of intersections of CII • 

Here the set is partitioned into its singletons (the trivial partition), each member being a vertex. 
The representation is invariant to a transformation which carries a vertex and its star to another 
vertex and its star maintaining the order of the edges as they appear in the star. In general we 
can consider any partition. 

We note in the following representation (fig. 2) of C" k= 4,5,6, ... with a maximum number 
of intersections that the removal of any vertex and its star from Cn leaves a C II - 1 with a maximum 
number of intersections. Here each CII contains all lower order Ck's k = 1,2, ... , n, each of which 

(n) . occurs k tim es. 

FIGURE 2 

A Regeneration Principle of Combinatorial Symmetry 

We find the following observation useful. It is that maximality is preserved when additional 

vertices are inserted in the figure having smaller number of vertices. Thus when symmetry is re
tained in the construction of a figure which is an extension of a combinatorially symmetric figure 
on a smaller number of elements and having a special c haracter of the combinatorial property 
(e.g., maximality of intersections) then that special property is also preserved for the larger set. 
The process of extension may also be regarded as a superposition of a figure for a larger set of 
elements over the corresponding figure for a smaller set. In terms of the partition and the semi
group of maps, the insertion of vertices is an extension of the original figure, its partition and the 
semigroup of maps. 
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Thus the larger fi gure is an ex te nsion of a smaller figure with prese rvation of symme try. The 
smaller one can the n be obtained from the larger one by the re moval of appropriate e le me nts 
and yet smaller figures may be de rived from the latter and so on. In thi s mann er we obtain a de
scending sequ e nce of fi gures each of which re tains the relative combin atoria l property. We refer 
to the process of exte nsion with sy mme try and preservation of relative properties as regeneration. 

The poss ibility of symmetri c regeneration suggests: 

CONJECTURE (REGENERATION PRINCIPLE): If a given combinatorial property is known to hold 
for the smallest order sy;n,metric construction applied to a partition of a set and also hold lor an 
appropriate subset of the famil y of its immediate ascendants (to insure that the rules of symmetric 
construction permit continued ascendance with preservation of the property) then the property holds 
for an arbitrary ascendant. 

P oss ibl y th e most esse ntial criterion for developing sy mmetrization rules for minimal or 
maximal CII is based on the followin g: 

DEFINITIO N : A symmetric realization of a complete graph is a symmetric drawing in the plane 
n 

fo r which 2: (x ; - Xj)t = min. 
i,j = 1 

Re turning to the proble m of minimal CII, s uppose that n is eve n. Symmetrization from CII - 2 to 
CII by introd uc ing a pair of vertices must co nform to the symme try crite ria a lread y used to co ns truc t 
a sym nl etri c CII - 2 . Geometri ca ll y CII is sa id to have th e sy mm e tri c (: rope rti es of C II - 2 if its ver ti ces 
ca n be d ivided into d isjoint pairs with preservation of mutual re lations hi p between pairs. 

Th e pairs are intercha ngeable accord ing to (1) th e numbe r of intersec tion s s us tain ed on th e ir 
edges; (2) the rule or sche me accord in g to whi ch these edges are drawn. Thus a pair with its 
con nec ting edges (a doubl e star) to the re mainin g CII - 2 form s a configurati on whi c h is identi cal 

with that of any of the othe r ~- l pairs. An edge in the double s tar of a pa ir has the same numbe r 

of intersections fo ll owing th e rules of th e symm etri c construct ion as the corresponding edge in 
the double s tar of any other pair. 

The re moval of one vertex of any pair toge the r with its s tar from CII, n even, must yield the 
des ired CII - l with the conjec tured numbe r of intersec ti ons . To obtain C II- 2 the other vertex of the 
pair must be removed. 

Th e cons truction of a symme tri c CII for th e conjectured value of I" and sat isfyin g th e pa irin g 
require me nt has been described in detaIl in the proof of Theore m 1 of refere nce [10]. The pairs 
are ide ntified as in fi gure 8. One vertex belongs to th e outer polygon and its companion is th e farth e·s t 
vertex (or one of the farth es t if there is a ti e) on th e inner polygon. 

Th e re moval of anyone of the pairs of CII naturally leaves a symmetri c CII - 2 . Th e addition of 
pairs to a lower order CII must follow the r ules of symmetry used to constru c t that C, from its 
an tecedent. If the Rege nera ti on Prin ciple holds the n the graph is minim a l. It can be shown to 
satisfy the co njectured value of III in 4 ways. (1) Two wa ys a re give n each by one of th e two theorems 
of reference [10] ; (2) s in ce th e pa irs are chose n in th e designated manner , it is trivial to note that all 
their corresponding C/s are minimal and hence the discu ssion on pages 574-575 of referen ce [10] 
applies; (3) see sec tion 5. 

Thi s conjecture supports a counting method used below. A CM is the smallest comple te sub
graph of a CII in which all three types of intersections which can arise between pairs occur. Th ese 
are intersections (a) between two pairs, (b) between three pairs i.e. , the intersecting edges have 
their end points among the three pairs and (c) between four pairs (each of the four e nd points be
longs to a diffe rent pair). 
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FIGURE 4 

FIGURE 5 
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5. Conjecture 

If Cn has a minimal intersection representation from which one may choose r = [¥ J pmrs 

PI , ... , P r of vertices of Cn such that: If C1s is the full subgraph of Cn determined by PI U 
U Ps(l ~ s ~ r-l) , then C2s is minimaL. Moreover, if n is odd with vertices v U PI U ... U P r 
then any C7 determined by vertices v U Pi U P j U P k , i "" j "" k, is minimal. 

REMARK: Note that the Regeneration Principle implies the Conjecture. 
THEOREM 15: If the above Conjecture is true (and hence if the Regeneration Principle is true), 

then In has the value conjectured. 

PROOF BY INDUCTION ON n: We assume that I", has the conjectured value for m< n+2 and assert 
that In +2 does also. If n is even then n+ 1 is odd so In + I has the conjectured value and by the re mark 
after theorem 2, ',,+2 has the conjectured value. Therefore we s uppose that n is odd say n=2k+ 1. 

I.e t C" +1 be arbitrary and use I he conjecture to c hoose pai rs PI, . . . ,Pk+ I of vertices with one 
vertex v le ft over. By induction C"+l = Cn+2 - v has at leas t 1"+1 intersections. Since 1"+2 _1"+ 1 

(k+ 1) (k+ 1) = k 2 ,we must show that adding the vertex v to thi s C"+ I introduces at leas t k :2 new 

intersec tions. Now by the conjecture th e C" - I dete rmined by PI U . .. UPh· is minimal so the 

addition of v to thi s C"_I mu st introduce at leas t (k - I ) (~) intersections. Thus, we need only 
show that 

new int e rsec t ion s are introd uced hy t he add ition of v to the C,,+ I determined hy PI U . . . U PH I 
but not mere ly by the add ition of v to th e C"_I determined by PI U ... UP". 

To see thaI we can do thi s, conside r a ny pair of pairs Pi , Ph 1 ~ i "" j ~ k. By th e co nj ec ture 
v U Pi U PjU Pk + I determine a minimal C7 with nine intersection s. It follows from theore m 6 th at 

exac t Iy t hrl'l' of these inte rsec tio ns invol ve v and aU three of the pai rs Pi, Pj , P,,+ I. Thus we obtain 3(~ ) 
new intersection s as {i, j} ranges ove r {l, ... , k}. We obtain at leas t k more intersections by taking 
all c.:s of the form PiP,,+lv. Thi s co mple te;.; th e proof. 

6. Generalization 

The minimum intersection problem for Cn is a special case of the following general problem. 
Consider a connected graph G with n vertices joined by edges in the plane as follows: each vertex 
is joined to k other vertices (2 ~ k ~ n - 1) in such a way that a maximum number of vertices 
has degree k. If any two edges can cross at most once at a point other than a vertex, determine the 
minimum number of intersections In{k) of the edges of G. 

The solution of thi s problem s ho uld follow from our previous discussion of symmetric realiza
tion. Our existing realization may be used to re move th e necessary number of edges. 

It is clear for example that the re~oval of the edges joining the prescribed pairs in the even 
case deletes the larges t number of intersections. In the odd case one vertex must have no edge re 
moved otherwise another vertex would have (n-2) edges removed. The operation of re movin g an 
edge per vertex is continued. This gives 

In{n-2) = 

338- 397 0-69- 9 

n{n-2) (n -4) (n-6) 

64 

(n-I) (n-3)2{n-5) 
64 
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11/(n- 3) = 

n(n-4) (n-6)2 
64 

(n-3)2(n-5)2 
64 

1,, (3) = 0 

11/ (2)= 0 

1,,(1) = 0 

11/ (0)= 0. 

n even 

n odd 

Induction on k may be useful to go from the lower cases to higher ones. 
REMARK: If th e regeneration principle holds , then the proof of Zarankiewicz's problem for the 

minimum intersection number of edges joining every vertex of one set to e very vertex of another 
se t in a bipartite graph would follow from his symmetric construction. 

I am indebted to I. Heller, and Paul Kaine n for helpful comme nts and s uggestions. 
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